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MicroMD EMR Release Notes, Version 16.0
MicroMD EMR Version 16.0 has been released with advanced new features and enhancements to existing
features that are briefly described in this document. For a more detailed description of these new
features and enhancements, refer to the MicroMD EMR Version 16.0 Update Guide.

Enhancements


Pharmacy Name and Fax Number Included on Printed Prescription (14023): Prescription
templates now allow practices to include the pharmacy's name and fax number on the printed
prescription.



Prescription Pad and Encounter Medications Now Reflect Structured SIG (25114, 29939): To
meet the new electronic message requirements from Surescripts, as well as requirements for using
structured dosage, the Prescription Pad and Encounter Medications have a new entry format. See
the MicroMD EMR Version 16.0 Update Guide for more in-depth details.



Real-Time Formulary Eliminates Formulary Data Download and Increases Details (26550): The
Prescription Pad and the Encounter Medications now reflect the Surescripts Real-Time Prescription
Benefit feature. This feature provides a live request-response relationship between MicroMD EMR
and the Prescription Benefit Manager (PBM), rather than downloading a formulary database every
week, increasing formulary speed and providing patient-specific medication cost and other benefit
information.



Currently Selected Medication in Rx Hub Medications Window Remains Selected (27992):
When adding a medication to the patient's chart from the RxHub Medications window, the system
keeps the medication selected after you click the LTM or Other button. Users can also now use the
scroll wheel on the mouse to scroll this window.



Option of "Questionable" Added to Prenatal Visits for Fetal Movement (20166): When entering
data for the patient's prenatal visit, users can now select Questionable from the Fetal Movement
drop-down.



ICD-9 Codes No Longer Appear in the EMR/PM (28150): With version 16.0, ICD-9 codes no longer
appear through the system. They still exist in the system for reporting purposes.



Results Analysis and Notes Now Included on Printout from View Grouped (25696): If a user
enters text for the Results Analysis or the Notes fields, the system now includes that text on the
printout like they do when printing from an individual test result.



Date Range Added to the Bill Builder Transactions (26814): The Date From and Date To columns
were added to the Bill Builder window. Users can now choose a date range for a line item when
appropriate, and the information carries over to MicroMD PM. The system also retains the Rendering
Providers from the EMR.
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Apply/New Button Added to Family History in the Medical History Recorder (27999): When
using the Medical History Recorder to add the patient's history, users can now create another Family
History entry directly from the Add Family History window using the new Apply/New button.



Multiple Triggered Rules Now Display in a Single Pop-Up Window (28158): With version 16.0,
when a user triggers multiple rules (e.g., when opening a chart), the system now only displays a
single window with the list of rules triggered, rather than several notifications in a row.



Rules Now Trigger if a User Changes a Question to a Committed Item (28232): When a user
loads an encounter template that contains a question, and then changes that question to a
permanent item in the encounter, the system now displays any rules triggered by that item or an
alert if the code from the template is obsolete.



Recommended Actions Added to Rule Trigger (28777): When adding a rule for when a user
creates an encounter, there are several actions the user can now recommend.



Status Column Added to Orders Section of Medical Information Tab (28163): For each type of
order in the Orders section of the patient's chart, users can now quickly see the status of each order
in the patient's list.



Copy All To Function Added to the Common List Builder (28185): In the Common List Builder,
practices can now set up a Common List and copy that Common List out to multiple users in their
practice. In addition, practices can copy all Common Lists out to multiple users in their practice.



HCC Codes No Longer Print on Encounter Reports from the Patient's Chart (28224): Based
on feedback from payors, the system no longer includes HCC codes when printing a patient's
encounter(s).



Users Notified if ICD from a Problem List Item is Obsolete (28233): If a user adds an assessment
to an encounter from the patient's problem list where the code used is now obsolete, the system
displays an alert to the user.



Search Field Added to Descriptor Values in the Encounter (29948): Once a user selects a
descriptor for an item in the encounter, they can now start typing in a search field to narrow the list
of values quickly and easily to find the one they need.



User Receives Notification in Mail Message if They Reply to an Older Message (28241): If the
user has clicked the Reply button to an older message in a conversation, the system now displays a
notice at the top of the message.



Quick Text for Impression Now Allows up to 3000 Characters (29404): In the Impression area of
an encounter, the system now allows users to create Quick Text entries that contain up to 3000
characters.



Default Severity in Problem List (29946): When adding a problem to the Problem List from the
Medical Information tab, the system now automatically defaults the Severity to N/A and eliminates



Added New View Options to MicroMD DMS (29820): New View icons were added to MicroMD DMS
ribbon that allow you to open a different view (e.g., opening the Folder view from the Search view).
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Restrictions Added to MicroMD DMS Notes to Improve Audit Trail (27901): Users can no longer
edit or remove existing notes or comments on a document or page once saved. This is similar to
laboratory result notes and phone message comments.



FaxMan Software Removed from the System (29947): FaxMan is not supported with Windows 10,
and the company developing the software is no longer in business. The product was removed from
MicroMD EMR.



Add Fax Number to the Header of Outbound Faxes (23411): Practices can now include their fax
number in the header stamp of outgoing faxes. In the EMR Manager, you can enter text in the new
Page Header field. See the MicroMD EMR Version 16.0 Update Guide for more details.

Fixes


Log ID 27478: Resolved an issue where a group phone message was marked as completed when it
was not actually completed.



Log ID 28216: Corrected an issue where the description for a problem did not display based on the
MicroMD EMR practice setting due to mapping to multiple SNOMED codes. The system now displays
the ICD or SNOMED description as expected when adding a problem to the Problem List.



Log ID 28372: Improved the sort on the Justifying ICDs window that displays when choosing
Justifying Diagnoses on a procedure.



Log ID 28794: Resolved an issue with the where the Add button on a Recommended Action for a
medication added outside of an encounter did not depress when clicked and did not display the
message "Item can . Rules will trigger; however, Recommended Actions relate only to actions within
an encounter and therefore will no longer display in the rule if triggered outside of an encounter.



Log ID 28842: Corrected a sorting issue in the Portal Updates section of the Desktop. The newest
updates appear at the top of the list, and columns sort as expected when clicking column headers.



Log ID 29529: Corrected an issue where a revised encounter resent the appointment request from
the encounter.



Log ID 29577: Resolved an issue where the title bar for the Incentive Program reports displayed
incorrectly the first time the provider opens the report.



Log ID 29586: Resolved an issue where an image in a Form Encounter would no longer appear
when the user completes the encounter, logs out, and comes back into the application.



Log ID 29648: Corrected an issue where the Status drop-down on the View Fax/Attachment window
did not change the order's status in the Workflow Communicator. See the MicroMD EMR Version 16.0
Update Guide for more details on the new Add Attachment window.



Log ID 29694: Resolved an issue where the Justifying ICDs window displayed the SNOMED
description even when the practice was set to display the ICD description.
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Log ID 29741: Corrected an issue where the F5 key on the keyboard did not enter the date/time
stamp in the Comment field for the Norm/Abn descriptor.



Log ID 29760: Resolved an issue where the LabCorp order splitting would split multiple panels into
one order with one panel and another order with the remaining panels. Users would need to open
and save subsequent orders to continue the splitting process. This has been resolved.



Log ID 29769: Resolved an issue with mass incoming portal messages due to an unrecognized
response message when the message failed.



Log ID 29797: Corrected an issue where a new diagnosis added to an encounter was not
automatically added to the Bill Builder.



Log ID 29813: Resolved an issue where the abnormal results did not display in red text on the View
Results Grouped window.



Log ID 29815: Resolved an issue where the Medical History section of the patient's chart did not sort
alphabetically by description when clicking the Assessment column header.



Log ID 29856: Improved retrieval performance speed for Referrals Out in the Desktop Navigator.



Log ID 29889: Resolved a printing issue with sending the Antepartum Report directly to the printer
where the printed report would be blank. Printing through the Preview window printed correctly.



Log ID 29891: Corrected an issue with multipage faxes containing pages for different patients. The
Attachment window would disappear after attaching one page to the patient and then scrolling
down to attach a different page to the same patient. The whole file would attach to the same
patient. This was corrected.



Log ID 29923: Resolved an issue where both pending and final test results were included with the
Medical Information chart report.



Log ID 29967: Corrected an issue in the Common List Builder where the codes and descriptions in
the Assessments list would not save when the user right-clicked and selected Replace All Codes or
Replace All Descriptions when presented with the red alert triangle.



Log ID 30037: Resolved an issue where a user with a physician role and administration permissions
was unable to reset user passwords after a certain stored procedure ran.



Log ID 30060: Resolved an issue that caused orders to show as deleted when a user reopens the
encounter and clicks through the encounter steps.



Log ID 30062: Resolved a display issue on the Bill Builder window where placeholder character
appeared in place of the actual diagnosis pointers.



Log ID 30141: Corrected an issue where a blank page printed after each data page when printing
the patient list from a clinical quality measure.



Log ID 30145: Resolved an error message that occurred when deleting an image from MicroMD
Document Management.
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Log ID 30175: Resolved an issue where the Quick Encounter Print would not print for printers using
the PCLM drivers.



Log ID 30227: Resolved an issue where the Gravida-Para field in a text template did not populate
with the patient's information when loaded into a text encounter.



Log ID 30246: Resolved an issue where the Sexual History entry showed the letter "N" in the
Treatment field when adding from the History Recorder.



Log ID 30270: Resolved an issue with a text encounter template where black squares appeared in
the encounter when applying the template.



Log ID 30309: The data on the Objective Measure Calculations patient breakdown print and web
views did not match the data retrieved in the window when selecting specific providers from the
filter. The system now displays the last retrieved data when viewing the patient list views.



Log ID 30395: Resolved an issue that deleted an order when a user copied an encounter.



Log ID 30407: Resolved an error that appeared when prompted to administer a prevention program
item that exists.



Log ID 30453: Corrected an issue that changed the dosage on a requested medication when the
user deleted or denied other requests in the encounter.



Log ID 30505: When adding an internal alert note on a patient chart, the system no longer triggers a
Portal Update to the patient's portal account.



Log ID 30508: Removed department entries from the Rendering Provider column drop-down in the
Bill Builder.
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